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Abstract The subcarrier transmission of
microwave signals is a perspective method for the

optical fiber links. Several approaches are
presented covering the generation and reception of
the subcarrier optical signals. The transmission
problems like linearity, distortion, chromatic
dispersion, etc. are also discussed The optical-
microwave mixing process is utilized for an

improved reception.

f. Introduction

There is an increasrng demand for better and more

cornmunication services all over the world. In this
progress the main transmission mediurn is the optical
fiber offering an enorrnous bandwidth along with low
attenuation and light weight. However, this huge

transmlsslon capacrty cannot be fruitfully exploited

due to the capacity limitations of the photonic and

electronic components of the fiber optic link [1-4].
For increasing the transmission capacity two

approaches are rt our disposal. One method applies

higher and hrgher bit rates like 2.5- 10-40 Gbit/s to
provide increased capacity'. This method is well
applicable for the backbones of the communication

networks which are mainly used as point-to-point
corutections. However, this approach is not well suited

to distribution/collection systems or local area

networks r,vhere point-to-multipoint or multipoint-to-
multipoint connections are required.

In these applications the problem arises from the

fact that a high speed system requires high bit rate

components everlnvhere in the system what is a big
drawback if the number of terminals is high. Another
disadvantage is that every srgnal processing unit of
the system should have the highest forseen capacity in
the time of installation. All of these units have to be

replaced if the capacity has to be increased or parallel
transmission channels have to be installed utilizing the

rvavelength division multiplexrng (WDM) principle.
Hovvever for the WDM system more sophisticated
photonic components (tunable lasers, optical filters,

wavelength converters, selective receivers, etc.) are to
be applied making the system more expensive.

In the other method the multiplexing is performed

in the electronic region instead of the optical region.

Therefore it applies subcarriers with different
frequencies and low bit rate (2. 8, 34 or 140 Mbit/s)
channels on each subcarrier. The subcarrier
multiplexed (SCM) system offers many advantages:

inserting or dropping a channel is easy, therefore
point-to-multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint
corurections can be established using inexpensive

electronic components. The capacity of the system is
enchanced by introducing new subcarrier frequencies.

The bit rate is relatively low therefore the system is

well suited to the distribution and collection of
information and for local area networks (LANs).
Multiplexing the channels is accomplished in the

electronic region what is less expensive than optical
multrplexing.

In this paper the SCM optical system is discussed

in the detail. Its main application fields are:

distribution of entertainment programs (TV, radio.
music, etc.),

broadcasting public information (teleeducation,
journals, announcements, traffic timetables, weather
forecasts, etc.),
- collection of data (telemetering, telecontrol, etc.),

multipoint-to-multlpoint conununications (voice,

data, picfure etc.),
- cellular mobile networks,
- indoor communications,
- integrated services systems.

For the different applications different systern

architectures are preferable, and different problems
are encountered.

II. Distribution system

In a distribution system a center station distributes
information for the terminals of many subscribers.
The reception can be full or selective. Therefore the

difFerent channels are put on different subcarriers and



this vr,?y the subscribers can receive any or all of the
channels.

The multi-subcarrier transmitter has to meet some

special requirements like: high linearity, broad
bandwidth. low noise, high dynamic range and low
distortion. As the intensity modulation is applied the
wavelength stability is not critical because at the
reception onlv the intensity of the optical beam is
detected.

Linear"iry
The linearity of a direct modulated laser diode is

usually not high enough for a multi-carrier
modulation. To rrnprove the modulation lineanty there
are tr,vo main methods: the laser diode irurer
constnrction can be properly designed to get a higher
linearity or the nonlinearity of the laser can be
equal i zed util rzing diflerent comp ens ation approaches .

As the availability of high lineanty laser diodes is
limited in many cases a compensation method is to be
applied. The best results are obtained by the active
rnatchiug techniques which offers an adaptive
behaviour as well [5]

ln Fig. I the modulation characteristics of a direct
nrodr-rlated laser diode are presented for two cases.

The Lrpper cun/'e of the figure shows the modulation
characteristics using passive matchittg and its lor,ver
curve presents the result of the lineari zation applying
the active matchirg rnethod. As seen a very high
linearity is achieved in a wide modulation range.
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Fig. I . The optical output power versus driving voltage

Distortion
The linearity is also checked by measuring the

lrarmonic distortion. Fig 2 shows the fundamental
second and third harmonics as a function of the
modulation signal power. The achieved linearity is
high enough- if the power of the modulation signal is
below a certain level. This power level is dependent
on the specific application. For a higher number of
subcarriers a higher linearity is required to keep the

third order intermodulation product below the
specification.

The third order intermodulation distortion has been
tested using 4 subcarriers to modulate the intensity of
Fabry-Perot (FP) and distributed feedback (DFB)
lasers. The results are presented in Table l. The
measurement is performed with and without an optical
isolator. To achieve a very low intermodulation
product the optical reflections should be also ven/
lorv, below -60 dB.

-40 -311 -20 -10 0 t 0

Input, dBm
Fig.2. The output level of the fundamental, second arnd

third harmonic frequency signals as functions of the
fundamental frequenc input level

Laser type DFB Fabry-
Perot

With isolator 79 dBc 79 dBc
7l dBc 7l dBc

Table 1. Third order intermodulation products

In case of a large number of subcarriers another
test method is used: the matrix generator. This
generator provides a large number of signals except
two: one close to the lor,ver edge of the total band and
one close to the upper edge of the total band This
composite signal is used to modulate the laser. In the
receiver a special filter is applied r,vhich has stop band
for every signals of the matrix generator and tr,vo
pass-bands where there are no modulating signals.

First the matrix generator is switched off. Then the
receiver gets only noise in the two pass-bands. In the
next step the matrix generator is switched on. In this
case the total distortion is measured in the pass-bands
which is the result of every intermodulation of all
signals. During the test the total modulation power is
varied, and thus the optical modulation depth is
adjusted considering the allowable total distortion.
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III. Multipoint-to-multipoint system

ln a multipoint-to-murltipoint system each terminal
r,'v'ants to corrununicate r,vith any other terminal in the
netu ork or via a gate-way r,vith an external terminal.
The principle of this type of system is shown in Fig.
3. The optical transmitters and receivers of the

terminals are connected by a passive optical network
(PON) composed of optical hybrids and couplers. The
netr,'v ork contains a control unit to establish the
requested comection. Each optical trarrsmitter has its
ov\/n subcarrier frequency and in the optical receivers

the vvanted subcarrier is selected to establish the

connection. A conunon charurel is used for signaling
and corilrol.

Optical data conlnlunication network

Each optical termirral can serve as a traffic
concentrator. In that case a TDMA (time division
multiple access) method is used to connect several

subscribers to the optical terminal.

('ottr h i ned vtireless-oplical systent
A simple and economical system can be estab-

lished applying subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) and

tiure division multiplexing (TDM) simultaneously.

In that case the center station is onlt, a controlling
and signaling unit in the netr,vork and switching is
actually done by the selection of the subcarrier
frequency and the time slot.

This system ofFers optimum solution for the local
area network of an office building. In this s),stem
wireless communications is used in the office rooms
serving the different terminals. Each large rooffl or a
group of neighbouring small rooms has its owrl
wireless network and thus the transmitter polver can
be small enough because there is no need to establish
connections by radio waves through many r,valls. The
individual r,vireless networks use TDMA (time
division multiple access) techniques. They are
interconnected via optical fibers applying the
subcarrier multiplexing rnethod.

The combined vvireless-optical conxnunications
offers several further benefits for the customers. The
optical netr,vorking is erpensive if it connects all the
terminals. However. in this application its cost is lov'n

because it is applied only in the highv'','ays of the
network. On the other hand the wireless section
becomes more economic due to the small area of a
picocell. The system is very flexible. it can easily be

extended to serve more terminals including mobiles as

well.
The new architecture takes advantage of the very

wide transmission band ofFered by optical fibers.
Thus a huge number of subcarriers can be

accommodated providing a high traffic capacity The
subcarrier multiplexed transmission also offers a high
flexibility for changing traffic conditions.

The block diagram of the new S),stem is presented
in Fig . 4. Each large office room or a group of
adjacent small rooms has a specific carrier f-requercl,'

for the terminal radio transrnitters and the tenninal
radio receivers are tuneable.

OD = optical detector
ODC = opticzrl directionrl coupler

T = rardio transnritter
R = ratlio receiver

SIVI : shitt nrixer
L = laser

Fig. a Block diagram of the conrbined system
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The modulation metbods can be FSK (frequency the radio base stations (radio over fiber system).
shift keying). BPSK (binary phase shift keyrng), In the first case the optical transmission has less

QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying), 16 QAM (16 troubles hor,vever, the carrier frequencies are not
state quadrature amplitude rnodulation), etc. swchronized. [n the second case the radio base station
depending on the wireless links because the optical has less functions- the carrier frequencies are
part of the system is transparent. The transmitter synchronous. but the fiber transmission is more
signals of the terminals are collected by the receiver of complicated. Nevertheless, the second method offers
the radio node and they are transmitted via the optical many advantages mainly in the millimeter wave
fiber. This way the radio carriers are used as regon. Here we discuss this approach in more detail.
subcarriers in the optical region. There are several methods for the radio over fiber

The optical fiber operates as a one-way bus using approach.

thc principle of collection and distribution. When all In one approach tr,vo lasers are used with off-set
the subcarriers are transposed into the optical region frequency stabilization. Their frequency difference is
thc fiber is routed back to the radio nodes where all of kept constant utilizing a millimeter wave signal as a
the channels are converted back into the radio reference. For the stabilization one of the lasers is
frequencv region. However, before radiation their tuned by a phase locked loop. This u'ay the frequency
frequerrcies should be shifted to use a different difference between the two laser beams is in the
fiequerrcv band for the radio up-link and downJink. millimeter wave region. These two beams are
The route from the terminal to the radio node is called transmitted via a fiber to the radio base stations where
up-link. and the route from the radio node to the the millimeter wave signal is regained b,v optical
tcrnrinal is called dorvnJink. detectron.

The number of the terminals is determined In another approach a single laser operating in tu'o
basically by the available radio frequency bandwidth. modes is applied. The frequency difference between
Assuming 2 MbiVs bit rate for every subcarrier and the two laser modes is kept constant by injection
FSK (frequency shift keying) modulation of the radio locking techniques utilizing a millimeter wave signal
waves, 90 subcarriers can be accommodated in a 200 hr a third approach a single mode laser beam is
MHz frequency band keeping 10 % bandwidth for the modulated by the millimeter wave signal. This method
separation of the charurels. That means the number of seems to be simpler than the previous t\,vo ones-

the simultaneously operated simplex channels is 2700 however- it needs a high frequency external modulator
if thcirbit rate is 64 kbit/s. This waythenetwork can what is rather expensive. A further problem arises in
provide a high quality of service for at Ieast 10000 the transmission of the optical wave carry-ing a
tenninals with 64 kbiVs bit rate assuming 13.5 % millimeter wave signal. Due to the chromatic
simultaneous traffrc (or availability) in the network. dispersion of the fiber transmission minima are

Naturally, some channels are used for corurections oblarned for longer fiber lenghs. This problem may
to the public switched network and to other local area be overcome by the use of several modulation
netr,vorks. In manv cases the bit rate can be smaller techniques at the transmitter end which eft-ectivell
resulting in a higher number of simultaneously mitigate the effect of the fiber chromatic dispersiorr-
opcrating channels. Utilizing the total available such as single-side-band modulation [6-7]. minirnum
bandu,idth- i.e.2 GHz the number of channels can be transmission bias or moiimum transmission bias of
almost l0 times higher. This very high capacity is theMZ modulator [8]. However, the single-side-band
usualll' not needed, however, it can be utilized for modulation is more complex while at the minimum or
broadband communications senrices. maximum transmission bias the modulation linearitv

N poor.

IV. Cellular mobile networks utilizing For the optical generation of a stable. lorv noise

fiber optic links srgnal based in the first approach DFB lasers are used

which have a low relative intensity noise (RIN) and

ln a cellular mobile network the fiber connection can be tuned to accomplish the off-set frequency
can be applied in two different ways: stabilization. For the second approach a two-mode
- the information channels are transmitted over the laser with a low RIN is needed along with a high
fiber and the carrier frequency is generated locally at mode purity and stability. In the third approach a high
the radio base stations. frequency extemal modulator is necessary.

- the information charutels and the carrier frequencies Beside these requirements the millimeter wave
arc transmitted together over the fiber to signal - used as a reference of the phase locked loop

4



for off-set frequency stabili zation in the first
approach, or for injection locking of the two-mode
laser in the second approach, or for external
nrodulation of the single-rnode laser in the third
approach has to be stable and of very low noise as

rr'cll. Further at the reception side a high-speed photo-
diode is to be applied t9] Therefore. these rnethods
are rie[' complex and expensive.

Nevertheless. there is an increasing need for higher
fiequencies and thus carrier frequencies in the
millirneter \,vave band are to be used in cellular mobile
coltllnurnication systems as well. The optical
transrrrission of millirneter vvaves faces man\/
obstacles. Thus the optical transmission of signals is
more and more lossy r,vhen the frequency is increased.

IVovel ctptical signal generation methods
The common basic principle of these methods is

that a low frequercy reference signal is transmitted to
the radio base statious instead of the millimeter \,vave

P has e .ii t t e r meqsurernents

A measurement setup has been developed to
eliminate the phase jitters originating from the
gencrators used for down-converting the millimeter
v\/ave signal.

Ar IQ demodulator operating at 885 MIfz was
rutilized. and the millimeter vvave signal was dor,rm-

converted into this band by a mixer. The I and a
signals were displayed on an oscilloscope and the
phase .jitter distribution was recorded and calculated
b) a computer.

The distribution has 2.25" standard deviation. As
thc reference signal has a phase jitter of s0.09o and
tlre multiplication number of the frequency is 24, the
noise contribution of the system is negligible. Fig. 6
shovvs the phase histogram compared to the Gaussian
distriburtion.

signal and utilizing this lor,v frequency reference the
millimeter wave signal is generated at the radio base
stations [10,] l].

In this approach a single mode laser is intensitv
modulated by the sub-harmonic reference signal. The
detected signal is used to stabllize the VCO freqr_renc)'
by a phase locked loop UL l3J. Beside the reference
signal subcarriers are used for the optical
transmission of the infonnation channels. The block
diagram of the system is shor,.m in Fig. 5.

The main task is to ensLlre the low noise properly'
of the millimeter vvave signal. Comparing the u'ell-
knor,vn rnethods and the present method it is obvioLrs
that the electronic svstcm part producittg the
rnillimeter wave signal provides the same stabilitr,' and
noise performance when it is apptied either in the
optical transmitter or in the optical receiver. Therefore
it is very relevant to use a low noise quartz cD,stal
oscillator as the basic source for the reference signal.

250
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Fig. 6 Phase distribution of Ve signal

Bit error rate measurements

In these tests the bit error rate of the r,vhole systern
was measured in case of different modulations. In

CENTRE STATION

Fig. 5 The block diagram of the optically fed cellular radio qysrem
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modurlation test the system perfonnance has been

evaluated with changurg signal to noise ratio of the
radio frequency signal (see Fig 7). The curve for
MODEM refers to the back-to-back MODEM
nreaslrrement The curve of ELECTRICAL test gives

the data fbr the case when direct electrical connection
\\ias betrveen the center station and the radio base

station. Finallr,. the curve of OPTICAL transmission
shovv a very small degradation compared to the
ELECTRICAL connection.
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Fig. 7 BER measurernents vs. SAI ratio with QPSK
modulation

V. Chromatic dispersion effects

Based on a coherent model of the fiber-optical
link v\;e developed a general simulation tool for
str-rdving difFerent optical link architectures. Fig. 8

shor,r's the detected power of the optically transmitted
signal using classical externallv modulated optical
link. The effect of chromatic dispersion is clearly seen

reslrlting in periodic rejections as a function of fiber
length L and modulation frequency _fnp.

,Spe ci a I modul.ation mode.s

To avoid chromatic dispersion. several proposals
have been reported ll4,l5] Fig. 9 plots suppressed

carrier optical modulation (SC-OM) achieved by a
nornlalized modulator bias of TVoclVn-1 . At this
special bias 2nd hannonic of the 12 GIlz modulation
signal is generated. Advantageously, SC-OM is

unaffected by chromatic dispersion.

Single sideband optical modulation (SSB-OM)
offers a ftirther perspective solution of dispersion-free
optical transmission of I\4W/MN[V signals at 1.55

Fur1. One SSB-OM method filters out optically one of
the sidebands [ 6]

fiber length
L [km]

modulati on fi-e cluency

lne [GHz]

Figure 8. Detected power level of MW signal transmitted
optically in dispersive fiber. ( Linear modulator bias of

f0.5, 10.25, D=l7ps/knr/nm, Rpp=0.35 A/W )

Another solution uses dual-electrode optical
nrodulator [6,7]. The NinV rnodulation signal is

spliued into two parts, and a 0 - 90o phase differencc
is introduced between them. As presented in Fig. l0 at

f0.5 lor,ver sideband optical rnodulation (LSB-OM)
while at y -1 .5 upper sideband optical rnodulation
(USB-OM) is generated. Fig. I I shows the detected
first harmonic power level as a function of modulation
frequency f* and fiber length L, respectively The

modulator bias f0.5 and F90" to achieve ideal
SSB-OM. It is worth to compare Fig. I I to Fig 8.

detected level has somevvhat decreased but rejections
are avoided.

SC.OM \

fiber length
Z [km]

1

\M modulator
DC bias. y

Figure 9. Detected 2"d harmonic level after transmission
on dispersive fiber. V* =12 GHa e0.25,

D- l7ps/km/ntn. Rpo=0.35 A/W ).
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Figrrre 10. Detected po\,ver level of first harmonic vs.

nonllzrlized modulator bias Tand fiber length Z
( /ar =12 GHz. r0.25, @90o , D- l Tpslkn/nm ).

I,SB-OM

liber lengh
L [km]

modulation frequency

fnp [GHz]

Figure I l. Detected level of LSB-OM first harmonic
( 50.5, r0.25. @90o, D=l7pslknr/nm,

Rpp=0.35 A/W ).

VI. Selection of the subcarrier signals

The reception of the modulated subcarrier signals
are performed using a photo-detector and thus all of
the subcarriers are regained. Then the wanted
subcarrier can be obtained in two dif;flerent ways:

all of the subcarriers are separated by a series of
f-xed frequency filters- the wanted subcarrier is
selected by a switch and it is dor,.m-converted to a
fi xed intermediate frequency,

the wanted subcarrier is selected by a tuned filter
and it is dorvn-converted to a fixed intermediate fre-
quenc\'.

The block diagrams of the receivers are shown in
Figs 12 and 13. The calling and controlling signals
are received in the signaling channel which is

transmitted via a fixed frequency subcarrier. and
therefore a fixed filter is used the signaling channel.

Frg.l2 Selection by series of filters

Fig.. 13. Selection by a tuned filter

Mixing of optical waves and microwaves offers
ne\,v perspectives for the reception of subcarrier
multiplexed optical signals lI7 -20) In the subcarrier
type optical data communications each transmiffer has
its ov.m subcarrier frequency as it is shown in Fig . 14

The transmission capacity of the network can be
increased by applying new subcarriers. and thr-rs the
digital processing rate per subcarrier remains fixed.

Fig. 14. Subcarrier signal transmission (transmitter)

Utilizing the optical-microwave double rnixing
method in a receiver of a subcarrier rnultiplexed
signal transmission (Fig 15) a simple receiver
structure and channel selection can be achieved.

Fig. 15. Subcarrier signal transmission (receiver vvith
optical-microwave mixing)
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VII. Optical-microwave mixing
by a photo-diode

l> h o I o-d e t e cti on i nve s ti gati on
Before the mixing experiments, the optical

detection \,vas charact ertzed. The investigated
photodiode was an 1,4.35 8 tlpe CATV PIN photo-
diode This detection response was used as a

reference. In this arrangement the dynamic behavior
of the photodiode (PD) in its detection mode of
opcration vvas investigated. The intensity modulated
optical signal is generated by a HP 83424A 1550 nm
DFB laser source and a HP 83422A external Mach-
Zeltnder optical rnodulator, with a typical optical
modulation depth (OMD) of 25 %.

The detected intensity rnodulated optical signal
was measured b)' a spectrum analyzer. The response

of the diode rvvas flat up to 3 GHz and the detected

signal level at high reverse bias voltage was x -
36 dBm (@200 MHz)

Opti ca I -microwave double mixer
The developed new optical-microwave mixing

setup is shovrm in Fig. 16. The local oscillator (LO)
signal is fed to the photodiode via a circulator l2ll. A
vvideband circulator is used to separate the input LO
signal and the output mixing product.

The high impedance in the baseband is generated

bv a resonator circuit constnrcted by inductors and

capacitors (Lr, Cr, Lo, Co). The resonator inductance
is L,. The parallel resonator (Lo, Co) in the serjes
branch constitutes a branching filter and it is tuned at
the resonance (baseband) and in a ruurow band
determined by the qualitl' factor of the resonator it
shovvs a high input impedance thus it separates the
plrotodiode from the Zo system impedance. This high
impedance and the remainittg resonator elements with
the photodiode capacitance can produce the desired
high inrpedance. With proper values of the resonators
the attenuation of the embedding circuit in the LO and
up-converted signal band can be negligible.

Fig. 16 Mixing measurement setup with electrical LC
resonators

The measured lower sideband of the upconverted
signal is shor,r'n in Fig . 17. The used circulator has a
banr,i'rdth of 2-4 GHz. The optical carrier \,vas

modulated by a f'ooa: l0 - 410 MHz signal. The local
oscillator signal has a 5 dBm power at 2.5 GHz
frequency. The reverse bias of the photodiode \\,as
varied 0 - 1.5 V in 0.1V steps. The horizontal aris of
the surface plot in Fig. 17 is the frequency offset frorn
the 2.5 GHz carrter. the perpendicular axis shovvs the
reverse bias of the photodiode and the vertical scale is
the power level of the up-converted signal. The
surfuce has a maximllm edge at about 0 2V reverse
biased voltage. The up-converted spectrum has a

2.89 dBm peak at the modulation freqr-renc)' of
289 MHz. This peak overcomes the detected level b\,,

more than 30 dB.
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Fig. 17. Lower sideband of the upconverted signal using
series and parallel resonance Pr-o : 5 dBm

(maximum -2.89 dBm @ 289 MHz)

The noise properties of the optical-micro\,vave
mixing efFect were also investigated. The theoretical
investigation shows that the equivalent input noise
density of the mixer is 0.15 pNlHzttz. The measLlred

output noise spectral density of the rnixer is
-141 .7 dBmltlz at 270 pW illumination wirhout
modulation..

VilI. Optical microwave-mixing by an
interferometer

We present now a new technique for remote up-
conversion by inserting a passive all-optical device in
the microwave (lVtW) fiber-optic link. Using a

semiconductor laser directly modulated by two N/nV

signals and an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (UMZ) to convert opticat freqLrenc-v

modulation (FM) into intensity modulation (IM),
mixing is achieved after photo-detecti on [22J.

Experiments with a UMZ integrated on glass-
substrate have demonstrated the feasibilitl' of this
optical method for I\r[\V mixing with a low cost device
of easy fabrication. Temperature control of the devicc
allows optimized mixing performance and responsc.



This rnethod permits to overcome the effect of
chromatic dispersion in standard singlemode fiber
svstems operating in the 1.55 pm wavelength window
123l. Due to the presence of high-frequency
fturdanrental componerils in the optical field. the
received power is considerably degraded during
transmission and direct detection in conventional
sl,stems, using either direct or external modulation in
the IvnV band. With the proposed technique, lower
freqr.rency conlponents of the field can be transmiued.
The insertion of the simple UMZ generates high
frequenc\I only at detection side, therefore the
available fiber length is extended. As it is shovrm by
simulation results, this method can be used for the
Lrpcorlr,ersion of NAV subcarriers carrying digital
signals.

we have particularly investigated the case of
transnrission and distribution of digital NflM and
MMW signals in fiber-optic netr,vorks that operate at
l"= 15 5 0 nm. In such systems. the efFect of chromatic
dispersion dr-rring propagation drastically degrades the
high-speed detected signals and remote frequency up-
conversion is a technique to overcome this problem.
To validate our method we reahzed an interferometer
integrated on glass-substrate and experimental results
shor,v good agreement with theory.

Our method permits to minimize the effect of
clrrom atic dispersion in standard single-mode fiber
S\,'stems operating in the 1.55 Frm wavelength r,vindow.
This effect significantlv limits the transmission
distance in intensity modulated (IM) optical links
operatirrg at IVIW frequencies and using either direct
or external modulation : due to the presence of three
main spectral components in the optical fietd (the
optical carrier and the two sidebands corresponding to
the high-frequency fundamental) the received power is
considerably degraded during transmission and direct
detection in the conventional systems A several km
long fiber-optic link can completely filter the NAM
signal. The rejections are periodic as a function of
flber length and these periods are shorter and shorter
as the rnodulation frequency is increased.

As already explained, with the proposed technique
the LD is directly modulated by two lower frequencies
fr-,, and f*F The optical field emitted by the LD
contains all their hannonics and intermodulation
prodr-rcts. But at the output of the IJMZ. at minimum
of transmission. the optical carrier is suppressed. Two
main spectral components (around Ff*,tfr-o) remain,
at lower frequency than in the classical solutions
where the optical field would be directly modulated by
a single signal at f (since Ffr-o+f*). The insertion of
tlre simple Ul{lZ generates high freqr.rency only at the

detection side. Therefore. chromatic dispersion has
less effect and the avallable fiber length is extended.

minimum of
transmrssron

t/
1

0.6

o.st*t/(2FSR)

400 0.4 interf'erence
reglme

i_

tiber 2oo

length (km)
o o\aximumof

transmisslon

Fig. 18 Detected level of the mixing frequency f,u"*=6
GHz with [o:1.5 GHz, fpp=4.5 GHz, rtLLo=rr1RF=0.15 r,s.

fiber length and interference regime

Dispersion sensitivity has been investigated bv
simulations supposing D=17 ps/km/nrn fiber
dispersion atlu-l .55pm. Calculations are very easy irr
Fourier domain because the optical field spectrum at
the output of the fiber is simply calculated bv
multiplying the optical field spectrum at its inpr.rt bv
the transfer function of the optical fiber, &S it has
already been done in the case of the \JMZ. We can
also note that the fiber and the UMZ act both as linear
filters and if vve neglect other problems like
polarrzation efFects, the position of the \JMZ at the
input or at the output of the fiber does not mafier.

Fig. 18 shows mixing frequency power level after
quadratic photodetection as a function of the fiber
length and the interference regime. As expected. the
period of rejections of the power detected is greater at
minimum of transmission. Tthe system using the
UMZ is less sensitive to chromatic dispersion than a
classical optical link with direct LD modularion at 6

Grrz. the period of rejection is multiplied by 2.

IX. Conclusions

The subcarrier transmission of microvvave signali
is a perspective method for the optical fiber links.
Several approaches hare been presented covering the
generation and reception of the subcarrier optical
signals. The transmission problerns like linearity.
distortion, chromatic dispersion, etc. have also been
discussed. The ef;Fect of optical modulation methods
on the chromatic dispersion have been presented as
well. The optical-micro''wave mixing process has been
utilized for an improved receptlon.
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